
SESSION LENGTH

Explore what we enjoy doing online (videos, games connecting with others etc).Explore what we enjoy doing online (videos, games connecting with others etc).
Begin to identify the various online hazards and dangers through our online mission to 'capture the flag'.Begin to identify the various online hazards and dangers through our online mission to 'capture the flag'.
Explore what makes a strong password, and how to keep this information safe.Explore what makes a strong password, and how to keep this information safe.
Explore usernames, and how we can protect our personal information.Explore usernames, and how we can protect our personal information.
Identify ways we need to protect our personal information when doing certain activities online (taking photos, postingIdentify ways we need to protect our personal information when doing certain activities online (taking photos, posting
pictures, posting updates, live streaming etc).pictures, posting updates, live streaming etc).
Begin to identify that not everyone is who they say they are online.Begin to identify that not everyone is who they say they are online.
Learn the importance of making our online accounts private. Explore different privacy settings on social mediaLearn the importance of making our online accounts private. Explore different privacy settings on social media
platforms.platforms.
Begin to explore the importance of seeking consent to share content about others online. Begin to explore the importance of seeking consent to share content about others online.   
Learn how quickly and how far something can spread online, and the impact this may have on you or someone else -Learn how quickly and how far something can spread online, and the impact this may have on you or someone else -
‘Share smart, share safe, be kind.‘Share smart, share safe, be kind.
Explore cyberbullying and the importance of being kind and caring when we are online.Explore cyberbullying and the importance of being kind and caring when we are online.
Identify who trusted adults are that we can turn to for advice and guidance.Identify who trusted adults are that we can turn to for advice and guidance.
Understand why it is important to ask first before downloading a new game, app or visiting a new website.Understand why it is important to ask first before downloading a new game, app or visiting a new website.  
Where to get help – introduction to CEOP and Childline as sources of support.Where to get help – introduction to CEOP and Childline as sources of support.

IN THIS ASSEMBLY YOU WILL:IN THIS ASSEMBLY YOU WILL:


